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3 SOURCES OF SPACE RADIATION
3 sources of space radiation 
GCR 
SPE 
Geo 
[https://oltaris.larc.nasa.gov]
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR) - DISCOVERY
It all began with a mystery
surrounding the continuous &
uncontrollable leakage of electrical
charge from a well insulated
charged gold leaf electroscope.
Mystery unexplained since Henry
Coulomb noticed in 1785, that
charged metal sphere suspended
by insulated silk thread did not
retain charge.
[http://www.school-for-champions.com/experiments/]
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR) - DISCOVERY
In early days electroscopes &
electrometers also used to study
x-rays, radioactivity, etc.
X-rays & radioactive emanations
ionize gases
Strong sources of radiation cause
leaves in electroscope to come
together
(after electroscope initially charged)
Strength of radiation can be
measured by how quickly leaves
come together
•  In rl   l t pes & 
el tr t r  l   to study        
x-r  i i it , etc. 
•  x-rays & radioactive emanations ionize 
gases 
•  Strong sources of radiation cause 
leaves in electroscope to come 
together (after electroscope initially charged) 
•  Strength of radiation can be measured 
by how quickly leaves come together 
Galactic Cosmic Rays - Discovery 
[Close et al., The particle explosion, Oxford Univ. Press, Oxford, 1994]
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR) - DISCOVERY
Researchers found trouble:
Turn of all Crookes tubes,
remove all radiation sources,
remove light
Still electroscope leaves fall
together
•  Researchers found trouble: 
•  turn of all Crookes tubes, remove all 
radiation sources, remove light 
•  still electroscope leaves fall together 
•  At end of C19 Wilson connected this to ionization of 
surrounding air. 
•  With discovery of radioactivity & finding that earth itself contained 
minute traces of radioactive materials, it was mistakenly thought 
that source of ionization of air was this radioactive material of 
earth. 
Galactic Cosmic Rays - Discovery 
[Lederman & Schramm, From quarks to the cosmos,
Freeman, New York, 1989]
End of C19 Wilson connected this to ionization of surrounding air
With discovery of i activity & finding th t earth itself contained
minute traces of radioactive materials, it was mistakenly thought
that source of ionization of air was this radioactive material of
earth.
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR) - DISCOVERY
Implied that leakage rate (rate at which leaves
come together) should be smaller at higher
altitudes
1910 Father Thomas Wulf took electroscope to
top of Eiffel tower
Observed 64% drop in leakage rate
But expected much more reduction
(radiation should be absorbed in air)
Deduced that radiation from ground
(gradually decreasing with height)
competing with radiation coming down
through atmosphere
Obvious thing was to go to greater heights
(Wulf did not!)
[Norbury, 2010]
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR) - DISCOVERY
Starting in 1911, Victor Hess (Austrian) was
first to produce decisive results from balloon
flights in which he ascended with
electroscopes
Radiation first decreased as balloons
went up
But by 5,000 ft. radiation was more
intense than at sea level
By 17,500 ft. radiation increased
several times
Hess hypothesized “extra-terrestrial
source of radiation”
Named Cosmic Radiation by Millikan in
1925
   Starting in 1911, Victor Hess (Austrian) 
was first to produce decisive results 
from ballo n flights in which he 
ascended with electroscopes 
•  radiation first decreased as balloons went up 
•  but by 5,000 ft. radiation was more intense 
than at sea level 
•  by 17,500 ft. radi tion increas d several 
times 
•  Hess hypothesized “extra-terrestrial source 
of radiation” 
•  named Cosmic Radiation by Millikan in 1925 
Galactic Cosmic Rays - Discovery 
[Friedlander, Nature 483, 400, 2012]
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GCR COMPOSITION, SPECTRUM, ORIGIN
3 regions
- High Energy < PeV
- Very High Energy (knee) PeV - EeV
- Ultra High Energy (ankle) > EeV
keV = 103eV MeV = 106eV
GeV = 109eV TeV = 1012eV
PeV = 1015eV EeV = 1018eV
ZeV = 1021eV
Tevatron collider
2 TeV cm⇒ 10 PeV lab
Large Hadron Collider
14 TeV cm⇒ 400 PeV lab
6
little subsequent nuclear transformations. There is also a pri-
mary CR electron component and at GeV energies its flux
is two orders of magnitude below that for protons. Most
impressively, the all-particle energy spectrum extends over
more than 11 orders of magnitude in energy. It is the proto-
type of a nonthermal spectrum, without a sign for a charac-
teristic energy scale (Fig. 4).
The differential energy spectrum is approximately a power
law in energy E ∝ E−2.75 beyond the range of influence
from the Sun, for 1010 eV < E < few 1015 eV. The spec-
tral features at several 1015 eV and 1018 eV, respectively, may
indicate different particle sources, or alternatively, different
energy dependences of the propagation conditions in the sep-
arate energy regions. The corresponding estimate of the CR
energy density ECR in the neighborhood of the Solar Sys-
tem is of the order of 1 eV/cm−3, about equal to the thermal
energy density Egas of the Interstellar gas as well as the typ-
ical Interstellar magnetic energy Emag, measured by other
means: ECR ∼ Egas ∼ Emag. I have discussed the signifi-
cance of this equality before.
Fig. 4. The all-particle CR energy spectrum. For E >∼ 10 GeV,
the spectrum is a power law, slightly steepening at a few 1015 eV,
the so-called Knee, and hardening at a few 1018 eV, the so-called
Ankle. (Adapted from Cronin et al. 1997; courtesy S. Swordy.)
How should we picture the overall energy distribution of
the thermal gas plus the CRs as they coexist in a given vol-
ume element in space? This question has no unique answer
because, even if the gas and the CRs are energized at the
same place in a cosmic accelerator like a Solar Flare or a Su-
pernova Remnant, their spatial propagation can be very dif-
ferent. Nevertheless, at such an accelerator, the nonthermal
power law distribution of the CRs should grow out of the
thermal distribution somewhere above the gas thermal en-
ergy. This can be seen in Fig. 5 which shows an analytical
calculation of diffusive particle acceleration at a shock wave.
The example also indicates the relative energetics: despite
the fact that the particle number density of the gas exceeds
that of the CRs by three orders of magnitude, the inverse is
roughly true for the mean particle energies. Therefore such a
process can indeed lead to approximately equal energy den-
sities of the two components.
Fig. 5. Totalenergy distribution of thermal plasma (gas) plus non-
thermal plasma (CRs) near a diffusively accelerating shock wave:
the thermal (Maxwellian) energy distribution joins rather smoothly
to the nonthermal power law CR distribution at an “injection” en-
ergy that is several times larger than the mean thermal energy Eth.
Only supra-thermal particles above this injection energy can partic-
ipate in the collective acceleration process (adapted from Malkov
and Vo¨lk, 1998; courtesy “Sterne und Weltraum”).
3.2 Cosmic Ray source spectra, composition
The observed CR energy spectra are not necessarily identi-
cal with the spectra of the particles as they are emitted from
their sources. The connection between the two is rather given
by the particle propagation properties. Observations show
that the ratio between the energy spectra of CR spallation
products and their primary particles decreases with energy
(Fig. 6). For energies above 10 GeV/nucleon this translates
directly into a corresponding energy dependence of the av-
erage amount of Interstellar matter “seen” by CR particles.
If we assume the particles to be produced deeply inside the
dense Galactic gas disk then this implies a shorter residence
time there for higher energy particles than for those of lower
energy before they eventually escape to Intergalactic Space.
Let us now in addition take the particle sources as well as
the particles released from them to be uniformly distributed
across the Galactic disk that includes also the Solar System
[Volk, ICRC, 2001:3 ]
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GCR HIGH ENERGY < PEV
Space radiation problem
GCR (primary) composition
98% nuclei, 2% e+e−
Nuclear component:
87% Hydrogen
12% Helium
1% heavy nuclei
GCR origin
Emitted in stellar wind &
flares & accelerated by
supernova shock waves
(within our Galaxy)
•  Maximum cosmic ray intensity 
•   0.1 - 10 GeV 
•  almost no data 
•   1 - 10 GeV 
•  Theory least             
understood 
•   1 - 10 GeV 
Hadrons / Pions 
[Simpson, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 33, 323, 1983]
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GCR HIGH ENERGY < PEV
Supernova proof - Fermi γ telescope 2013
- Lower energy fits pi0 spectrum (not bremsstrahlung)
[Ackermann et al., Science 339, 807, 2013]
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GCR HIGH ENERGY < PEV
[http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/Images/science/abund2.gif]
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VERY HIGH ENERGY (KNEE) PEV - EEV
Possible models for Knee
Increasing loss because
BISM ∼ 3µG can no longer
contain high energy particles ...
and/or
Sources of cosmic rays
(i.e. supernovae) have a max
energy cutoff
Wolfendale - Single supernova
(Galactic) source i.e. another
cosmic ray component pokes
through a smoothly falling
background spectrum
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little subsequent nuclear transformations. There is also a pri-
mary CR electron component and at GeV energies its flux
is two orders of magnitude below that for protons. Most
impressively, the all-particle energy spectrum extends over
more than 11 orders of magnitude in energy. It is the proto-
type of a nonthermal spectrum, without a sign for a charac-
teristic energy scale (Fig. 4).
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energy density Egas of the Interstellar gas as well as the typ-
ical Interstellar magnetic energy Emag, measured by other
means: ECR ∼ Egas ∼ Emag. I have discussed the signifi-
cance of this equality before.
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same place in a cosmic accelerator like a Solar Flare or a Su-
pernova Remnant, their spatial propagation can be very dif-
ferent. Nevertheless, at such an accelerator, the nonthermal
power law distribution of the CRs should grow out of the
thermal distribution somewhere above the gas thermal en-
ergy. This can be seen in Fig. 5 which shows an analytical
calculation of diffusive particle acceleration at a shock wave.
The example also indicates the relative energetics: despite
the fact that the particle number density of the gas exceeds
that of the CRs by three orders of magnitude, the inverse is
roughly true for the mean particle energies. Therefore such a
process can indeed lead to approximately equal energy den-
sities of the two components.
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ergy that is several times larger than the mean thermal energy Eth.
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3.2 Cosmic Ray source spectra, composition
The observed CR energy spectra are not necessarily identi-
cal with the spectra of the particles as they are emitted from
their sources. The connection between the two is rather given
by the particle propagation properties. Observations show
that the ratio between the energy spectra of CR spallation
products and their primary particles decreases with energy
(Fig. 6). For energies above 10 GeV/nucleon this translates
directly into a corresponding energy dependence of the av-
erage amount of Interstellar matter “seen” by CR particles.
If we assume the particles to be produced deeply inside the
dense Galactic gas disk then this implies a shorter residence
time there for higher energy particles than for those of lower
energy before they eventually escape to Intergalactic Space.
Let us now in addition take the particle sources as well as
the particles released from them to be uniformly distributed
across the Galactic disk that includes also the Solar System
[Volk, ICRC, 2001:3 ]
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ULTRA HIGH ENERGY (ANKLE) > EEV (EGCR)
1965 CMBR (Penzias & Wilson)
1966 Greisen, Zatsepin, Kuzmin
(GZK) predicted 1020eV cutoff
Observed 2008
(HiRES Flye’s Eye)
Angular isotropy (AGN) (Auger)
E > 6× 1019eV
Beginning of cosmic ray
astronomy
the atmosphere. This correction includes primarily the
energy of neutrinos and muons that strike the Earth. The
correction is calculated using shower simulations in
CORSIKA [22] with hadronic interaction simulated by
QGSJET [23]. The correction is 10%. Simulations using
SIBYLL [24] find a correction within 2% [13] of that found
via QGSJET.
The measurement of the cosmic-ray flux requires a
reliable determination of the detector aperture. The aper-
ture of the HiRes detectors has been calculated using a
full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The MC calcula-
tion includes simulation of shower development (using
CORSIKA), fluorescence and Cˇ erenkov light production,
transmission of light through the atmosphere to the detec-
tor, collection of light by the mirrors, and the response of
the PMTs, electronics, and trigger systems. Simulated
events are recorded in the same format as real data and
processed in an identical fashion. To minimize biases from
resolution effects, MC event sets are generated using the
published measurements of the energy spectrum [25] and
composition [26–28].
To ensure the reliability of the aperture calculation, the
MC simulation is validated by comparing key distributions
from the analysis of MC events to those from the actual
data. Several of these comparisons were shown in
Ref. [29]. Two comparisons are especially noteworthy.
The data-MC comparison of the distances to showers
shows that the simulation accurately models the coverage
of the detector. The comparison of event brightness shows
that the simulations of the optical characteristics of the
detector, and of the trigger and atmospheric conditions,
accurately reproduce the data collection environment. The
excellent agreement between the observed and simulated
distributions shown in these cases is typical of MC-data
comparisons of other kinematic and physical quantities,
and this agreement demonstrates that we have a reliable
MC simulation program and aperture calculation. Figure 2
shows the result of the aperture calculation for both HiRes-
I and HiRes-II in monocular mode.
Figure 3 shows the monocular energy spectra from the
two HiRes detectors [30]. The data included in the figure
were collected by HiRes-I from May 1997 to June 2005,
and by HiRes-II from December 1999 to August 2004.
Figure 3 shows the flux multiplied by E3, which does not
change the statistical interpretation of the results but high-
lights features more clearly. Two prominent features seen
in the figure are a softening of the spectrum at the expected
energy of the GZK threshold of 1019:8 eV, and the dip at
1018:6 eV, commonly known as the ‘‘ankle.’’ Theoretical
fits to the spectrum [31] show that the ankle is likely caused
by ee pair production in the same interactions between
CMB photons and cosmic-ray protons where pion produc-
tion produces the GZK cutoff. The observation of both
features is consistent with the published HiRes results of a
predominantly light composition above 1018 eV [28].
At lower energies, the cosmic-ray spectrum is well fit by
a piecewise power law model. A similar fit also gives an
excellent representation of the spectrum in Fig. 3. The three
straight line segments shown represent the result of a fit of
the measured flux to a triple-power law. The fit contains six
free parameters: one normalization, the energies of two
floating break points, and three power law indices.
We performed a binned maximum likelihood fit [see
Eq. (32.12) of [32]] to the data from the two detectors.
The fits include two empty bins for each monocular data
set. We found the two breaks at logE (E in eV) of 19:75
0:04 and 18:65 0:05, corresponding to the GZK cutoff
and the ankle, respectively. When the data sets were made
statistically independent by removing events seen by both
detectors from the HiRes-I data set, we obtained a 2 of
35.1 in this fit for 35 degrees of freedom (DOF). In contrast,
a fit to a model with only one break point, while able to
locate the ankle (at the same energy), yielded a 2=DOF 
63:0=37 [33].
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FIG. 2 (color online). The apertures (defined as the product of
collection area and solid angle) of the HiRes-I and HiRes-II
detectors operating in monocular mode.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The cosmic-ray energy spectrum mea-
sured by the HiRes detectors operating in monocular mode. The
spectrum of the HiRes-I and HiRes-II detectors are shown. The
highest two energy bins for each detector are empty, with the
68% confidence level bounds shown. The spectrum of the
AGASA experiment is also shown [7,8].
PRL 100, 101101 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending14 MARCH 2008
101101-3
[Abbasi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 101101, 2008]
Data set and method. The data set ana-
lyzed here consists of the cosmic-ray events
recorded by the surface array of the Observ-
atory from 1 January 2004 to 31 August 2007.
It contains 81 events with reconstructed ener-
gies above 40 EeV and zenith angles smaller
than 60°. The integrated exposure is 9.0 × 103
km2 sr year.
We only use recorded events if they meet
strict criteria with regard to the quality of the
reconstruction of their energy and direction.
The selection of those events is done via a
quality trigger (13), which is only a function
of the topology of the footprint of the event on
the ground. This trigger requires that the de-
tector with the highest signal must be sur-
rounded by five active nearest neighbors, and
that the reconstructed shower core be inside
an active equilateral triangle of detectors. This
represents an efficient quality cut while guar-
anteeing that no crucial information is missed
for the shower reconstruction.
The arrival direction of a cosmic ray is a
crucial ingredient in our study. The event di-
rection is determined by a fit of the arrival
times of the shower front at the SD. The pre-
cision achieved in the arrival direction de-
pends on the clock resolution of each detector
and on the fluctuations in the time of arrival
of the first particle (14). The angular resolu-
tion is defined as the angular aperture around
an arrival direction of cosmic rays within
which 68% of the showers are reconstructed.
This resolution has been verified experi-
mentally with events for which two inde-
pendent geometrical reconstructions can be
performed. The first test uses hybrid ev nts,
which are measured simultaneously by the
SD and the FD; the second one uses events
falling in a sp cial region of our array where
two surface stations are laid in pairs 11 m
apart at each position. Events that triggered at
least six surface stations have energies above
10 EeV and an angular resolution better than
1° (15, 16).
The energy of each event is determined in
a two-step procedure. The shower size S, at a
reference distance and zenith angle, is cal-
culated from the signal detected in each sur-
face station and then converted to energy with
a linear calibration curve based on the fluo-
rescence telescope measurements (17). The
uncertainty resulting from the adjustment of
the shower size, the conversion to a reference
angle, the fluctuation from shower to shower,
and the calibration curve amounts to about
18%. The absolute energy scale is given by
the fluorescence measurements and has a sys-
tematic uncertainty of 22% (18). The largest
systematic uncertainty arises primarily from
an incomplete knowledge of the yield of pho-
tons from the fluorescence of atmospheric
nitrogen (14%), the telescope calibration (9.5%),
and the reconstruction procedure (10%). Ad-
ditional uncertainty in the energy scale for
the set of high-energy events used in the
present analysis is due to the relatively low
statistics available for calibration in this en-
ergy range.
Events with energy above 3 EeVare recorded
with nearly 100% efficiency over the area cov-
ered by the surface array. The nonuniformity of
the exposure in right ascension is below 1%,
negligible in the context of the present analysis.
The dependence of the exposure on declination
is calculated from the latitude of the detector
and the full acceptance for showers up to 60°
zenith angle.
A key element of our study is the probability
P for a set of N events from an isotropic flux to
contain k or more events at a maximum angular
distance y from any member of a collection of
candidate point sources. P is given by the cumula-
tive binomial distribution ∑Nj¼k CNj p jð1 − pÞN−j,
where the parameter p is the fraction of the sky
(weighted by the exposure) defined by the
regions at angular separation less than y from
the selected sources.
We analyze the degree of correlation of
our data with the directions of AGN refer-
enced in the V-C catalog (12). This catalog
does not contain all existing AGN and is not
an unbiased statistical sample of them. This is
not an obstacle to demonstrating the existence
of anisotropies but may affect our ability to
identify the cosmic-ray sources unambiguously.
The catalog contains 694 active galaxies with
redshifts z ≤ 0.024, corresponding to distances
D smaller than 100 Mpc (19). At larger dis-
tances, and around the Galactic plane, the
catalog is increasingly incomplete.
Exploration and confirmation. Using data
acquired between 1 January 2004 and 26 May
2006, we scanned for the minimum of P in the
three-dimensional parameter space defined by
maximum angular separations y, maximum red-
shifts zmax, and energy thresholds Eth. The lower
limit for the scan in y corresponds to the
angular resolution of the surface array. Our scan
in energy threshold and maximum distance was
motivated by the assumption that cosmic rays
with the highest energies are the ones that are
least deflected by intervening magnetic fields
and that have the smallest probability of arrival
from very distant sources due to the GZK effect
(3, 4).
We found a minimum of P for the param-
eters y = 3.1°, zmax = 0.018 (Dmax ≤ 75 Mpc),
and Eth = 56 EeV. For these values, 12 events
among 15 correlate with the selected AGN,
whereas only 3.2 were expected by chance if
the flux were isotropic. This observation mo-
tivated the definition of a test to validate the
result with an independent data set, with pa-
rameters specified a priori, as is required by
the Auger source and anisotropy search meth-
odology (20, 21).
The Auger search protocol was designed
as a sequence of tests to be applied after the
observation of each new event with energy
above 56 EeV. The total probability of in-
correctly rejecting the isotropy hypothesis
along the sequence was set to a maximum of
1%. The parameters for the prescribed test
were chosen as those, given above, that led to
the minimum of P in the exploratory scan.
The probability of a chance correlation at the
chosen angular scale of a single cosmic ray
with the selected astronomical objects is p =
0.21 if the flux were isotropic. The test was
applied to data collected between 27 May
Fig. 2. Aitoff projection of the celestial sphere in galactic coordinates with circles of radius 3.1°
centered at the arrival directions of the 27 cosmic rays with highest energy detected by the Pierre
Auger Observatory. The positions of the 472 AGN (318 in the field of view of the Observatory) with
redshift z ≤ 0.018 (D < 75 Mpc) from the 12th edition of the catalog of quasars and active nuclei
(12) are indicated by red asterisks. The solid line represents the border of the field of view (zenith
angles smaller than 60°). Darker color indicates larger relative exposure. Each colored band has
equal integrated exposure. The dashed line is the supergalactic plane. Centaurus A, one of our
closest AGN, is marked in white.
9 NOVEMBER 2007 VOL 318 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org940
RESEARCH ARTICLES
[ braham et al., Science 318, 9 8, 2007]
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GCR - ANTIMATTER (e+,p−)
Universe
Ordinary Matter 5%
Dark Matter (DM) 20%
- Most viable particle = Neutralino
= Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) = Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP)
Dark Energy 75%
e+,p− prime targets for indirect detection of Galactic DM
Possible sources of e+,p−
Primary Production:
- Annihilation of DM particles
- Evaporation of Primordial black holes
- Kaluza-Klein particles (=WIMP)
- Pulsar, Supernova remnant, Microquasar
Secondary production:
- pp collisions (GCR with protons in Interstellar medium)
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GCR - ANTIMATTER (e+,p−)
PAMELA (satellite)
Payload for AntiMatter
Exploration & Light
nuclei Astrophysics
p− consistent with
secondary production
Excess of e+
(1 - 100 GeV) (DM?)
ATIC (balloon Antarctica)
(Wefel, Adams)
Advanced Thin
Ionization Chamber
Excess of e+−
(300 - 700 GeV)
e+−=“electrons”
(can’t distinguish charge)
[15] antiprotons and locally produced pions. By scaling the
number of such events for the acquisition time an upper
limit for the negative pion (and protons with the wrong sign
for the reconstructed deflection) contamination in the
cosmic-ray antiproton sample was found to be 3%, in
agreement with simulations.
Table I shows the total number of antiprotons and pro-
tons that survived the data selection. The antiproton-to-
proton flux ratio was corrected for the calorimeter selection
efficiencies and for the loss of particles in the instrument
itself. It is assumed that all antiprotons and protons inter-
acting with the payload material above and inside the
tracking system are rejected by the selection criteria. The
resulting antiproton-to-proton flux ratios are given in
Table I and Figs. 3 and 4. The reported errors are statistical
only. The contamination was not subtracted from the re-
sults and should be considered as a systematic uncertainty.
It is less than a few percent of the signal, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the statistical uncertainty. Figure 3 shows
the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio measured by the
PAMELA experiment compared with theoretical calcula-
tions assuming pure secondary production of antiprotons
during the propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy. The
PAMELA data are in excellent agreement with recent data
from other experiments, as shown in Fig. 4.
We have presented the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio
over the most extended energy range ever achieved and we
have improved the existing statistics at high energies by an
order of magnitude. The ratio increases smoothly from
about 4 105 at a kinetic energy of about 1 GeV and
levels off at about 1 104 for energies above 10 GeV.
Our results are sufficiently precise to place tight constraints
on parameters relevant for secondary production calcula-
tions: e.g., the normalization and the index of the diffusion
coefficient, the Alfve´n speed, and contribution of a hypo-
thetical ‘‘fresh’’ local cosmic-ray component [16]. Further-
more, an important test criteria for cosmic-ray propagation
models is their ability to reproduce both the antiproton-to-
proton flux ratio and the secondary-to-primary nuclei ratio.
Our high-energy data (above 10 GeV) places limits on
contributions from exotic sources, such as dark matter
particle annihilations. The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio
will be modified according to values of the dark matter
particle mass, annihilation cross section, and structure in
the density profile (boost factor).
PAMELA is continuously taking data and the mission is
planned to continue until at least December 2009. The
increase in statistics will allow higher energies to be
studied. An analysis for low-energy antiprotons (down to
100 MeV) is in progress and will be the topic of a future
publication [13].
We would like to acknowledge contributions and sup-
port from: Italian Space Agency (ASI), Deutsches Zentrum
fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), The Swedish National
Space Board, Swedish Research Council, The Russian
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FIG. 4 (color). The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in
this work compared with contemporary measurements [8–
10,20–23].
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FIG. 3 (color). The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in
this work compared with theoretical calculations for a pure
secondary production of antiprotons during the propagation of
cosmic rays in the galaxy. The dashed lines show the upper and
lower limits calculated by Simon et al. [17] for the standard
leaky box model, while the dotted lines show the limits from
Donato et al. [18] for a Diffusion model with reacceleration. The
solid line shows the calculation by Ptuskin et al. [19] for the case
of a plain diffusion model. The curves were obtained using
appropriate solar modulation parameters (indicated as ) for
the PAMELA data taking period.
PRL 102, 051101 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
6 FEBRUARY 2009
051101-4
Antiproton t proton flux
[Adriani et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 051101, 2009]
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GCR - ANTIMATTER (e+,p−)
AMS confirms positron excess
”Disagreement” at low energy
simply different geomag cutoff
(disappears at high energy)
Grey band: pp→ pi → e+
in galaxy
[http://ams.nasa.gov]
The grey band indicates the expected range in the positron fraction.
[Aguilar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 141102, 2013]
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SOLAR PARTICLES
e, p & some heavy nuclei < 1 GeV/N (v ∼ 0.9c)
not examined in this paper.  The effects on the radiation environment of localized magnetic fields on the Martian 
surface are also not evaluated. 
A. Galactic Cosmic Rays 
The free space GCR environment is made up of heavy 
and light charged ions originating outside the solar 
system.  This ever-present environment is modulated by 
the solar wind and, therefore, varies with distance from 
the sun and to a larger extent, the solar cycle.  Maximum 
GCR intensity is at solar minimum, when the sun is least 
active while minimum GCR intensity occurs at solar 
maximum, when the sun is most active.  Short duration 
exposure to GCR provides little health risk, but longer 
duration exposure may result in late term effects such as 
cataracts and cancers.  The sample calculations 
described in this document utilize the 1992 Badhwar-
O’Neill model2 which defines a solar maximum GCR 
environment and a solar minimum GCR environment at 
1 AU as shown in Fig. 1.  Here the ions are grouped by 
charge, Z.  The GCR environment for a given day is 
calculated by interpolating between solar maximum and 
solar minimum.  One method for doing this interpolation 
utilizes the neutron count measured by the Deep River 
Neutron Monitor (DRNM).  The charged ions making up 
the free-space GCR environment interact with the atoms 
making up the Earth’s atmosphere in two ways.  When 
an atomic interaction occurs, the charged ion strips an 
electron from an atom and loses energy in the process.  
When a nuclear interaction occurs, the charged ion 
collides with or comes very close to an atom’s nucleus.  
Nuclear collisions often result in the destruction of the 
original ion and the production of a number of smaller 
ions and neutrons.  The neutron count measured on the 
Earth’s surface, in this case at the Deep River station in 
Canada, is, therefore, a good predictor of free space 
GCR intensity, because the number of neutrons 
produced in the Earth’s atmosphere increases when the 
number of charged ions impinging on this atmosphere 
increases.    Predicted DRNM numbers3 have been used 
since the monitor was turned off in 1995.  Figure 2 
demonstrates the inverse relationship between solar 
activity and GCR intensity by showing measured and 
predicted DRNM neutron count numbers on the same 
plot with measured and predicted sun spot numbers. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Freespace GCR environment. 
Figure 2. Sunspot number (blue) and DRNM 
neutron count (red), measured (before 1995) and 
projected (after 1995). 
 
Figure 3. Proton spectra for three historic large 
solar particle events. 
B. Large Solar Particle Events 
Unlike the GCR environment, solar particle events 
are isolated events with durations usually measured in 
hours.  Solar particle events occur when a large number 
of particles, mostly protons, move through the solar 
system.  These events happen during periods of 
increased solar activity and appear to correspond to large 
coronal mass ejections.4  Large SPE have occurred only 
rarely, one or two per eleven year solar cycle in the past 
sixty years, but exposure to a large SPE could be lethal if 
 
nautics and Astronautics 
 
American Institute of Aero
3
SPE Proton spectra [Clowdsley et al., AIAA, 2006]
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SOLAR PARTICLES 11 YEAR CYCLE - 2014 NEAR MAXIMUM!
9/17/13 7:18 AMFile:August 2013 solar cycle prediction.gif - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Page 1 of 2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:August_2013_solar_cycle_prediction.gif
File:August 2013 solar cycle prediction.gif
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
No higher resolution available.
August_2013_solar_cycle_prediction.gif ​(720 × 550 pixels, file size: 18 KB, MIME type: image/gif)
This is a file from the Wikimedia Commons. Information from its description page there is
shown below. 
Commons is a freely licensed media file repository. You can help.
Summary
Description English: ISES Solar Cycle 24 Sunspot Number Progression. Observed data through July
2013
Date 5 August 2013
[NOAA, 2013]
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SOLAR PARTICLES - CARRINGTON EVENT 1859
• Carrington event 1859
• Energetic solar protons create nitrates & 10Be in upper atmosphere
• Settle into Greenland ice cores
•  Carrington event 1859 
•  Energetic solar protons create nitrates & 10Be in upper atmosph 
•  Settle into Greenland ice cores 
Solar Particles - Carrington Event 
•  Carrington event 1859 
•  Energetic solar protons create nitrates & 10Be in upper atmosph 
•  Settle into Greenland ice cores 
Solar Particles - Carrington Event 
[Clark, The sun kings, Princeton, 2007] [Kennedy, Science 311, 1673, 2006]
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SOLAR PARTICLES - CARRINGTON EVENT 1859
# particles 
Solar Particles - Carrington Event 
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SOLAR PARTICLES - CARRINGTON EVENT 1859
# particles 
Solar Particles - Carrington Event 
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SOLAR PARTICLES - CARRINGTON EVENT 1859
# particles 
Solar Particles - Carrington Event 
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GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
Inner belt: 0 - 3 RE = 18,000 km - mainly p
• Starts about 3,000 km
• But SAA dips down to 400 km
Outer belt: 3 - 12 RE = 36,000 km (e,p) - mainly e
(LEO: 200 - 500 km GEO: 22,000 miles = 35,000 km)
•  inner belt: 0 - 3 RE = 18,000 km - mainly p 
•  starts about 3,000 km 
•  but SAA dips down to 400 km 
•  outer belt: 3 - 12 RE = 36,000 km (e,p) - mainly e 
  (LEO: 200 - 500 km      GEO: 22,000 miles = 35,000 km) 
Geo agnetically Trapped Particles 
[Wikipedia, 2014] [http://science1.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2001]
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GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
[Wilson et al., NASA-RP 1257, 1991]
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GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
[Wilson et al., NASA-RP 1257, 1991]
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RADIATION & DOSE
Unit of absorbed dose:
1 Gray == 1 J/kg
Radiation quality factor Q
Sievert = Gray ×Q
•  Unit of absorbed dose: 
•  1 Gray == 1 J/kg 
•  Radiation weighting factor wR 
•  Sievert = Gray x wR 
•  ICRP estimate 
•  1 in 20,000 risk of fatal cancer per 1 mSv dose (lifetime). 
Radiation & Dose 
[http://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/multimedia/photos/2003/photos03-183.html]
ICRP estimate: 5% per Gy
1 in 20,000 risk of fatal cancer per 1 mSv dose (lifetime)
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RADIATION & DOSE
Cross Sections σi , σij PHYSICS (NUCFRG,QMSFRG)
Boltzmann TRANSPORT Eqn⇒ FLUENCE φi [#/cm2/MeV ] (HZETRN)[
∂
∂x
− ∂
∂E
Si(E) + σi(E)
]
φi(x ,E) =
∑
j
∫ ∞
E
dE ′ σij(E ,E ′) φj(x ,E ′)
Dose D(x) =
∑
i
∫ ∞
0
dE Si(E) φi(x ,E) [Gy = J/kg]
Dose Equivalent H(x) =
∑
i
∫ ∞
0
dE Q(Li(E)) Li(E) φi(x ,E) [Sv]
Effective Dose E =
∑
T
wT HT [Sv] ⇒ Risk
BIOLOGY Q(Li),wT Li ≡ dEdx ≈ Si(E)
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DOSE EQUIVALENTS
Dose Equivalent (mSv)
Chest x-ray 0.1
USA annual background 4
Public annual limit (above background) 1
International Airline crews 4
Radiation worker annual limit 20
No observed effects (Abomb)(instant) 200
Blood count changes >200
Acute Radiation Syndrome (ASR) 1,000
Death (instantaneous dose) 3,000
Mir, ISS (with shield) annual 150
Large solar flare (free space) 10,000
ICRP cancer risk estimate: 5% per Gy ∼ 5% per Sv (for Q=1)
1 in 20,000 risk of fatal cancer per 1mSv dose (lifetime)
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DOSE EQUIVALENTS 500 mSv - 1 Sv
• A bomb instant (0 - 4 Sv)
• Astronaut limit
• NSRL 1 minute (1 - 25 Gy/min depending on beam)
• SPE 1 hour
• GCR 1 year
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0        0.1       0.2      0.3       0.4      0.5       0.6    0.7       0.8      0.9       1  Sv
0        10        20       30       40       50        60      70        80       90       100  mSv
DOE, NRC Dose Limit for Public
= 1 mSv/yr = 100 mrem/yr
(ICRP, NCRP)
Medical Diagnostics (A-J)                
DOE administrative control: 
20 mSv/yr  = 2 rem/yr
Typical mission doses on
Int. Space Station (ISS)
Cancer Epidemiology
EPA guideline for 
lifesaving: 0.25 Sv
Absorbed dose:      1 Gray = 100 rad
Dose equivalent:  1 Sievert = 100 rem
1 mSv = 100 mrem
(1 Sv = 1 Gy for x- and gamma-rays)
Estimated dose for 
3-yr Mars mission                                Human LD50 range, acute exposure with no medical intervention       
(50% death in 3-6 weeks)*  
Medical Diagnostics, mSv
A- Chest x-ray (1 film)        0.1
B- Dental oral exam             1.6  
C- Mammogram                  2.5
D- Lumbosacral spine         3.2
E- PET                                  3.7
F- Bone (Tc-99m)                4.4
G- Cardiac (Tc-99m)          10
H- Cranial CT (MSAD)      50
(multiple scan average dose)
I- Barium contrast G-I      85
fluoroscopy (2 min scan)
J- Spiral CT- full body   30-100
0       0.1       0.2       0.3      0.4       0.5      0.6    0.7       0.8      0.9       1  mSv
0         1          2         3          4         5          6 7         8          9         10  mSv
0        1          2          3         4          5       6         7          8          9       10  Sv
0        10        20       30       40        50        60   70        80       90       100  Sv
Total Body 
Irradiation
(TBI) Therapy
Whole body, acute: G-I destruction; 
lung damage; cognitive dysfunction 
(death certain in 5 to 12 days)*
Whole body, acute: circulating blood 
cell death; moderate G-I damage    
(death probable in 2-3 weeks)*
Whole body, acute: marked G-I 
and bone marrow damage      
(death probable in 1-2 weeks)*
Cancer Radiotherapy:
total dose to tumor
Natural background, 
U.S. average ≅ 3 mSv/yr 
(includes radon)
Whole body, acute:  
cerebral/ vascular 
breakdown        
(death in 1-5 days)* 
LD50 =  Lethal Dose to 50%   
(the acute whole body dose that results in 
lethality to 50% of the exposed individuals)
Human LD50 range, acute exposure
with medical intervention
*Note: Whole body acute 
prognoses assume no
medical intervention.)
Evidence for small increases in 
human cancer above 0.1 Sv acute 
exposures, 0.2 Sv chronic exposure
Ionizing Radiation
Dose Ranges 
( Sievert )
ANSI standard N43.17
Personnel scans max dose for 
total scans in 1 yr: 0.25 mSv
Regulations & Guidelines
Round-trip 
NY to London
Max releases 
DOE facilities
EPA dose limit applicable 
to public drinking water 
systems: 0.04 mSv/yr
EPA dose limit 
from releases in air:
0.10 mSv/yr
C ED
NRC cleanup criteria for site 
decommissioning / unrestricted 
use: 0.25 mSv/yr
Life Span Study  
(A-bomb survivor 
epidemiology) 
A B F
Typical annual doses for 
commercial airline flight crews
“Storefront” full-body CT 
screening (one scan)
EPA radiological emergency 
guideline for public relocation 
Natural bkg /yr 
Ramsar, Iran
Natural bkg /yr 
Kerala coast, India
H I
DOE Low Dose Program
DOE, NRC Dose Limit for 
Workers: 5 rem/yr = 50 mSv/yr
Note: This chart was constructed with the intention of providing a simple, user-friendly, “order-of-magnitude” reference for radiation quantities of 
interest to scientists, managers, and the general public.  In that spirit, most quantities were expressed in the more commonly used radiation 
protection unit, the rem (or Sievert, 2nd page), and medical doses are not in “effective” dose.  It is acknowledged that the decision to use one set of 
units does not address everyone’s needs. (NRC—US Nuclear Regulatory Commission; EPA—US Environmental Protection Agency)   
Disclaimer: Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any  warranty, express or implied, 
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information disclosed. 
Chart compiled by NF Metting, Office of Science, 
DOE/BER “Orders of Magnitude” revised August 2005                             
J
G
Natural bkg /yr 
Yangjiang, China
[USA Department of Energy]
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DOSE EQUIVALENTS
[Durante & Cucinotta, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, 1245, 2011]
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AIRCRAFT
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AIRCRAFT
[http://www.scienceinschool.org/2010/issue14/cloud/maltese]
An investigation into the nature of high altitude cosmic radiation in the stratosphere
Figure 7. The Pfotzer curve. Adapted from [3].
0.003 388 579 × 17 = 0.057 605 85 =
expected number of lost counts per 17 s (package)
due to dead time.
227 + 0.057 605 85 = 227.057 6059 =
expected number of counts if lost counts are
included.
0.057 605 85
227.057 6059 × 100 = 0.025 370 588 =
percentage of counts lost.
As only 0.25% of the counts are lost at the
maximum count rate, we can safely assume that
there was no significant effect on our readings due
to an influence by dead time.
Conclusion
We concluded that the peaks in the graphs are to
be attributed to the maximum flux of the com-
ponents of cosmic rays that are of secondary
origin. In other words, at an approximate altitude
of 20 km, there is a peak amount of ionizing
material produced from air shower cascades that
are propagating downwards to the surface. This
peak can be understood by identifying two com-
peting effects. Firstly, cosmic ray intensity will
decrease as altitude decreases, because there have
already been collisions higher up. Secondly, atmo-
spheric density will increase as altitude decreases,
increasing the likelihood of collisions. The prod-
uct of these two competing effects produces a
maximum in cosmic ray flux at ∼20 km. As we
did not use multiple coincidence arrays to isolate
our cosmic radiation measurements solely to the
vertical direction, we are unable to ascertain the
impact that ionizing particles interacting with the
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube from the side had. We can
Figure 8. Payload arrangement. The payload
equipment was contained in an insulated polysytrene
box, separated with dividers (as pictured) and fastened
down with a secondary polystyrene ‘roof’.
Figure 9. Balloon burst at 31 685 m.
only assume, based on previous research, that
the majority of the radiation detected was in the
vertical plane. Looking at previous investigations,
we discovered an article produced by cosmic ray
physicist Pfotzer in the 1930s [3], based on his
work with Regener. Their published graph (see
figure 7) has remarkable similarities with our own
results. It should be noted that the count rate on
the Pfotzer curve (see figure 7) was measured
in counts per 4 min, and our count rates were
measured per every approximate 17 s. The two
graphs seem to be supporting each other. Our
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube recorded omnidirectionally,
whereas their apparatus consisted of threefold
coincidences which isolated their recordings to the
vertical plane. This does not seem to have caused a
major difference between our graphed results. This
suggests that the majority of cosmic radiation is
propagating downwards in a vertical direction.
March 2014 P H Y S I C S E D U C A T I O N 169
[Bancroft et al., Phys. Ed. 49, 164, 2014]
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AIRCRAFT
[http://www.scienceinschool.org/2010/issue14/cloud/maltese]
An investigation into the nature of high altitude cosmic radiation in the stratosphere
Figure 7. The Pfotzer curve. Adapted from [3].
0.003 388 579 × 17 = 0.057 605 85 =
expected number of lost counts per 17 s (package)
due to dead time.
227 + 0.057 605 85 = 227.057 6059 =
expected number of counts if lost counts are
included.
0.057 605 85
227.057 6059 × 100 = 0.025 370 588 =
percentage of counts lost.
As only 0.25% of the counts are lost at the
maximum count rate, we can safely assume that
there was no significant effect on our readings due
to an influence by dead time.
Conclusion
We concluded that the peaks in the graphs are to
be attributed to the maximum flux of the com-
ponents of cosmic rays that are of secondary
origin. In other words, at an approximate altitude
of 20 km, there is a peak amount of ionizing
material produced from air shower cascades that
are propagating downwards to the surface. This
peak can be understood by identifying two com-
peting effects. Firstly, cosmic ray intensity will
decrease as altitude decreases, because there have
already been collisions higher up. Secondly, atmo-
spheric density will increase as altitude decreases,
increasing the likelihood of collisions. The prod-
uct of these two competing effects produces a
maximum in cosmic ray flux at ∼20 km. As we
did not use multiple coincidence arrays to isolate
our cosmic radiation measurements solely to the
vertical direction, we are unable to ascertain the
impact that ionizing particles interacting with the
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube from the side had. We can
Figure 8. Payload arrangement. The payload
equipment was contained in an insulated polysytrene
box, separated with dividers (as pictured) and fastened
down with a secondary polystyrene ‘roof’.
Figure 9. Balloon burst at 31 685 m.
only assume, based on previous research, that
the majority of the radiation detected was in the
vertical plane. Looking at previous investigations,
we discovered an article produced by cosmic ray
physicist Pfotzer in the 1930s [3], based on his
work with Regener. Their published graph (see
figure 7) has remarkable similarities with our own
results. It should be noted that the count rate on
the Pfotzer curve (see figure 7) was measured
in counts per 4 min, and our count rates were
measured per every approximate 17 s. The two
graphs seem to be supporting each other. Our
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube recorded omnidirectionally,
whereas their apparatus consisted of threefold
coincidences which isolated their recordings to the
vertical plane. This does not seem to have caused a
major difference between our graphed results. This
suggests that the majority of cosmic radiation is
propagating downwards in a vertical direction.
March 2014 P H Y S I C S E D U C A T I O N 169
[Bancroft et al., Phys. Ed. 49, 164, 2014]
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AIRCRAFT
Domestic crews 1 - 2 mSv /yr
International crews < 4 mSv / yr
Pregnant woman < 5 mSv
(to fetus per pregnancy)
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AIRCRAFT - WHY ALL THE CONCERN NOW?
• NCRP & ICRP have lowered radiation worker exposure
- 50 mSv / yr to 20 mSv / yr
• Air crews most highly exposed of any occupation group
• FAA criticized for not paying enough attention
• Many more polar flights
• Future High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) radiation levels
- 3 times higher than for crews of subsonic transport
• Only solution available now:
- reduce flight hours
• NAIRAS - Mertens (Langley)
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AIRCRAFT - HIGH SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT (HSCT)
[http://www.ubthenews.com/topics/ionosphere.htm]
An investigation into the nature of high altitude cosmic radiation in the stratosphere
Figure 7. The Pfotzer curve. Adapted from [3].
0.003 388 579 × 17 = 0.057 605 85 =
expected number of lost counts per 17 s (package)
due to dead time.
227 + 0.057 605 85 = 227.057 6059 =
expected number of counts if lost counts are
included.
0.057 605 85
227.057 6059 × 100 = 0.025 370 588 =
percentage of counts lost.
As only 0.25% of the counts are lost at the
maximum count rate, we can safely assume that
there was no significant effect on our readings due
to an influence by dead time.
Conclusion
We concluded that the peaks in the graphs are to
be attributed to the maximum flux of the com-
ponents of cosmic rays that are of secondary
origin. In other words, at an approximate altitude
of 20 km, there is a peak amount of ionizing
material produced from air shower cascades that
are propagating downwards to the surface. This
peak can be understood by identifying two com-
peting effects. Firstly, cosmic ray intensity will
decrease as altitude decreases, because there have
already been collisions higher up. Secondly, atmo-
spheric density will increase as altitude decreases,
increasing the likelihood of collisions. The prod-
uct of these two competing effects produces a
maximum in cosmic ray flux at ∼20 km. As we
did not use multiple coincidence arrays to isolate
our cosmic radiation measurements solely to the
vertical direction, we are unable to ascertain the
impact that ionizing particles interacting with the
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube from the side had. We can
Figure 8. Payload arrangement. The payload
equipment was contained in an insulated polysytrene
box, separated with dividers (as pictured) and fastened
down with a secondary polystyrene ‘roof’.
Figure 9. Balloon burst at 31 685 m.
only assume, based on previous research, that
the majority of the radiation detected was in the
vertical plane. Looking at previous investigations,
we discovered an article produced by cosmic ray
physicist Pfotzer in the 1930s [3], based on his
work with Regener. Their published graph (see
figure 7) has remarkable similarities with our own
results. It should be noted that the count rate on
the Pfotzer curve (see figure 7) was measured
in counts per 4 min, and our count rates were
measured per every approximate 17 s. The two
graphs seem to be supporting each other. Our
Geiger–Mu¨ller tube recorded omnidirectionally,
whereas their apparatus consisted of threefold
coincidences which isolated their recordings to the
vertical plane. This does not seem to have caused a
major difference between our graphed results. This
suggests that the majority of cosmic radiation is
propagating downwards in a vertical direction.
March 2014 P H Y S I C S E D U C A T I O N 169
[Bancroft et al., Phys. Ed. 49, 164, 2014]
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ELECTRONICS
Computers
Junction density
increasing
Switching energy
decreasing
[http://holbert.faculty.asu.edu/eee560/see.html]
Need for predicting Single Event Upsets (SEU)
satellite electronics
aircraft electronics (civilian & military)
Shuttle - several hundred SEU / mission
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ELECTRONICS - DEEP SPACE
Electronics on Spirit, Opportunity,
Curiosity etc. are radiation hardened
Shielding very important for Jupiter,
Saturn
[http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/images/?imageid=3504]
[Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute]
[http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA04866]
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FEATURES OF GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION
Dose equivalent as a function of water shield thickness from GCR
[Wilson et al., NASA-RP 1257, 1991]
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NUCLEAR & PARTICLE PHYSICS & TRANSPORT
These are the doses received
How were results obtained?
How to design spacecraft & aircraft shields so dose is minimal?
Need
Accurate atomic, nuclear, particle physics theory
Accurate transport theory
Biological models
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TRANSPORT
Solve Boltzmann transport eqn (HZETRN)
Deterministic, not Monte Carlo
Want quick answers
Real time dose as function of position & time
Both transport & nuclear physics must run fast
→ Applied nuclear physics
[Wilson et al., NASA-RP 1257, 1991] [http://www.wikidoc.org/index.php/Ionizing−radiation]
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TRANSPORTnot examined in this paper.  The effects on the radiation environment of localized magnetic fields on the Martian 
surface are also not evaluated. 
A. Galactic Cosmic Rays 
The free space GCR environment is made up of heavy 
and light charged ions originating outside the solar 
system.  This ever-present environment is modulated by 
the solar wind and, therefore, varies with distance from 
the sun and to a larger extent, the solar cycle.  Maximum 
GCR intensity is at solar minimum, when the sun is least 
active while minimum GCR intensity occurs at solar 
maximum, when the sun is most active.  Short duration 
exposure to GCR provides little health risk, but longer 
duration exposure may result in late term effects such as 
cataracts and cancers.  The sample calculations 
described in this document utilize the 1992 Badhwar-
O’Neill model2 which defines a solar maximum GCR 
environment and a solar minimum GCR environment at 
1 AU as shown in Fig. 1.  Here the ions are grouped by 
charge, Z.  The GCR environment for a given day is 
calculated by interpolating between solar maximum and 
solar minimum.  One method for doing this interpolation 
utilizes the neutron count measured by the Deep River 
Neutron Monitor (DRNM).  The charged ions making up 
the free-space GCR environment interact with the atoms 
making up the Earth’s atmosphere in two ways.  When 
an atomic interaction occurs, the charged ion strips an 
electron from an atom and loses energy in the process.  
When a nuclear interaction occurs, the charged ion 
collides with or comes very close to an atom’s nucleus.  
Nuclear collisions often result in the destruction of the 
original ion and the production of a number of smaller 
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enough shielding is not provided.  The proton spectra for three of the largest historical events are shown in Fig. 3.  
This plot show how much these events vary.  The September 1989 event had a very large number of low energy 
neutrons, but the August 1972 event had a larger number of the more penetrating neutrons in the 20 to 200 MeV 
range.  It should be noted that the September 1989 event also included a heavy ion contribution.5
The definition of a “design basis” SPE for NASA exploration missions has been much debated, and at the time 
of this writing, remains unresolved.  Development of a probabilistic model, in which the size and possibly the 
spectral shape of the “design basis” SPE depend on mission characteristics, such as duration and time in the solar 
cycle, has been proposed. It has also been suggested that varying multiples of the proton spectrum incurred during 
either the August 1972 event or the September 1989 event be used to provide corresponding confidence levels of 
astronaut protection.  The King6 model of the August 1972 SPE is used for the analyses described in this document.    
C. Martian and Lunar Environments 
The free space radiation environment is altered by the Martian atmosphere through interactions between the 
charged ions making up the free space environment and the atoms making up the atmosphere, primarily CO2.7-10  
The charged ions lose energy due to ionization, and nuclear collisions occur, producing secondary ions as well as 
neutrons.  These charged ions and neutrons also interact with atoms making up the Martian surface material, 
producing more secondary ions and neutrons.  In order for momentum to be conserved, most of the secondary 
particles produced as a result of nuclear collisions move in the same direction or close to the same direction as the 
primary particles that produced them, but some lower energy, lighter particles (primarily neutrons) produced in the 
Martian surface material are scattered back to the surface.  Therefore, the environment at any location on the surface 
at any given time depends on the free space environment at that time, on the altitude of the location (the amount of 
atmosphere above the surface point), and on the atomic make-up of the material below the surface point (regolith, 
H2O ice, CO2 ice, or some combination).  Calculated Mars surface environments for solar maximum and solar 
minimum are shown in Fig. 4.  For these calculations, an atmosphere of 16 g/cm2 (thickness in cm scaled by density 
in g/cm3) of CO2 and a Martian regolith surface material7 made up of 58.2% SiO2, 23.7% Fe2O3, 10.8% MgO, and 
7.3% CaO input into the HZETRN transport code.  Comparison between Fig. 4 and Fig. 1 shows a neutron 
component to the surface environment, labeled Z=0 in Fig. 4, which is not present in the free space environment 
shown in Fig. 1 and an increased number of low energy light ions, labeled Z=1 and Z=2 in both figures, on the 
Martian surface.  Both of theses differences are caused by interactions between the free space ions and the 
atmosphere and/or surface regolith.  
Since the lunar atmosphere is negligible, the free space environment is only affected by the lunar regolith.  The 
charged ion environment on the surface is, therefore, approximately half that of the free space environment due to 
the surface shadow.  The lunar surface environment, however, also has a low energy neutron component, labeled 
Z=0, made up of neutrons produced during nuclear collisions between free space ions and the atoms making up the 
lunar regolith, as shown in Fig. 5.  The neutron spectrum on the surface of the moon only includes low energy 
neutrons because only low energy neutrons are scattered back up to the surface.   
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Free space GCR environment at 1AU Lunar surface environment due to GCR
[Clowdsley et al., AIAA, 2006]
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Figure 1. Primary galactic cosmic ray spectra for 1977 solar minimum.
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at any given time depends on the free space environment at that time, on the altitude of the location (the amount of 
atmosphere above the surface point), and on the atomic make-up of the material below the surface point (regolith, 
H2O ice, CO2 ice, or some combination).  Calculated Mars surface environments for solar maximum and solar 
minimum are shown in Fig. 4.  For these calculations, an atmosphere of 16 g/cm2 (thickness in cm scaled by density 
in g/cm3) of CO2 and a Martian regolith surface material7 made up of 58.2% SiO2, 23.7% Fe2O3, 10.8% MgO, and 
7.3% CaO input into the HZETRN transport code.  Comparison between Fig. 4 and Fig. 1 shows a neutron 
component to the surface environment, labeled Z=0 in Fig. 4, which is not present in the free space environment 
shown in Fig. 1 and an increased number of low energy light ions, labeled Z=1 and Z=2 in both figures, on the 
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charged ion environment on the surface is, therefore, approximately half that of the free space environment due to 
the surface shadow.  The lunar surface environment, however, also has a low energy neutron component, labeled 
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Left: Primary GCR spectra at Mars for 1977 solar minimum [Kim et al., NASA TP 208724, 1998]
Right: Martian surface environment due to GCR [Clowdsley et al., AIAA, 2006]
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energetic particles to exposures far below such causing acute
radiation effects in man. SPE are, therefore, mostly an issue
for exploratory-class missions.
A. Galactic cosmic radiation
Galactic cosmic radiations originate outside the Solar
System and impinge isotropically on Earth. Because of their
high energies (up to 1020 eV), they most probably originate
from supernova explosions, neutron stars, pulsars, or other
sources where high energetic phenomena are involved
(Cronin, 1999). Detected particles consist of 98% baryons
and 2% electrons. The baryonic component is composed of
85% protons (hydrogen nuclei), with the remainder being
helium (14%) and heavier nuclei (about 1%). Figure 5
(Cucinotta et al., 2003; Durante and Cucinotta, 2008) using
the HZETRN code (Wilson et al., 1991; Wilson et al., 1995;
Tweed, Wilson, and Tripathi, 2004) and the Badhwar–O’Neill
GCR model (Badhwar and O’Neill, 1994; O’Neill, 2010)
shows the relative contribution of the different elements in
flux, dose, and equivalent dose. The energetic ions heavier
than helium nuclei have been termed HZE particles (high
charge Z and high energy E). Although iron nuclei are only
one-tenth as abundant as carbon or oxygen their contribution
to the GCR equivalent dose is higher than protons, since the
dose is proportional to the square of the charge and Q is high
(Fig. 3). The GCR make up more than 80% of the effective
doses to crews on ISS, much higher than trapped radiation
because of their higher penetration power to deep seated
organs and large quality factors (Cucinotta, Nikjoo, and
Goodhead, 2000; Cucinotta et al., 2008).
In addition to the galactic cosmic rays, the so-called
anomalous component [anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs)] is
observed. ACRs consist of originally neutral particles coming
from the interstellar gas which become single ionized by solar
radiation after entering the heliosphere. These particles are
then accelerated in collision regions between fast and slow
moving streams of the solar wind. They are able to penetrate
deeper into the magnetic field than fully ionized cosmic rays.
Their energies are around 20 MeV=nucleon. Therefore, they
can contribute only to radiation effects behind small shield-
ing. However, it has to be considered that they lose all their
electrons after penetration of a very small amount of shield-
ing material and thus also deposit energy proportional to the
square of their charge.
The propagation of cosmic rays in the interplanetary me-
dium can be described by a Fokker-Planck equation. If U is
the cosmic-ray density, E is the particle kinetic energy, V is
the velocity, and s is the symmetric part of the diffusion
tensor, the basic equation is (Parker, 1965)
@U
@t
¼ rðs  rUÞ  ~V  rU
þ 1
3
r  ~V @
@E

1þ m
Eþm

UE

¼ 0; (4)
where m is the proton rest mass. A full numerical solution of
the equation is given by the deceleration potential (in MV):
ðr; tÞ ¼ 1
3
Z rB
r
~Vwðr0; tÞ
ðr0; tÞ dr
0; (5)
where rB is the radial extent of the heliosphere,  is the
diffusion coefficient, and Vw is the solar wind velocity. The
deceleration potential is the most important parameter in
describing the modulation of GCR intensity. An approximate
solution for the integral fluence jðr; EÞ at high energies
( 300 MeV=nucleon) can be expressed as a function of
the deceleration potential  as
jðr; EÞ
E2 m2 ¼
j0ðrB; Eþ ZeÞ
ðEþ ZeÞ2 m2 ; (6)
where j0 is the local interstellar spectrum. Equation (6)
basically represents the standard convection-diffusion model
of the GCR modulation, and although it does not explain the
radial gradient and the charge dependence, it is widely used to
predict the fluence rate jðZ; E; tÞ in any point r in the helio-
sphere. Since there are no measurements of j0, different
forms for this function have been used, with the constraint
that the high-energy portion of the spectrum agrees with the
measurements in LEO. The different GCR models currently
used basically differ in the choice of this function and the
solar activity parameter used for prediction. For instance, in
Nymmik’s model (Nymmik, 1996), also known as the
Moscow State University model, j0 is described as a function
of the particle velocity  and rigidity R as
j0ðZ; EÞdE ¼ CR

dE


; (7)
where C, , and  are Z-dependent parameters derived from
fits to experimental data. To obtain the modulated fluence rate
jnðZ; E; tÞ at time t during the nth solar cycle, the local
interstellar spectrum in Eq. (6) must be multiplied by a
modulation function , which is a function of the decelera-
tion potential, the rigidity, and the Wolf sunspot number.
Hence, Nymmik’s model is a semiempiric approach which
relates the solar-cycle variation in the GCR intensity to the
FIG. 5 (color). Relative contribution in fluence (circles), dose
(triangles), and dose equivalent (squares) of different elements in
the GCR from the HZETRN computer code as reproduced from
Cucinotta et al. (2003) in Durante and Cucinotta (2008). The
calculation is an average over 1-year in solar minimum behind
5 g=cm2 Al shielding.
1250 Marco Durante and Francis A. Cucinotta: Physical basis of radiation protection in . . .
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 4, October–December 2011
Charge Number
Relative contribution in fluence, dose and dose equivalent of different elements in the GCR
spectrum. Calculation is an average over 1 year in solar minimum behind 5 g/cm2 Al shielding.
[Durante & Cucinotta, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, 1245, 2011]
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Calculate cross sections
Input to transport codes, which predict radiation environments
Often need parameterizations
Electromagnetic dissociation
Nuclear fragmentation
Heavy ions (Z >2)
Light ions (Z ≤2) 1H, 2H, 3H, 3He, 4He
Hadron production & interaction
Neutron production & interaction
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multiplicities, etc. needed to transport all GCR particles and
energies through spacecraft and tissues. Fortunately, physical
considerations lead to great simplifications allowing inclusive
cross sections to be appropriate for most applications. Low-
energy evaporation products including heavy ion target frag-
ments are high LET events. Knockout products from proton
or neutron reactions and projectile fragments from GCR
nuclei are typically of low to moderate LET; however, their
large ranges lead to radiation buildup through further
reactions.
1. Nuclear fragmentation models
Three types of nuclear fragmentation models have been
developed to consider heavy ion fragmentation cross sections.
The first type uses the multiple-scattering series approach of
Watson (1953) and high-energy approximations in a quantum
multiple-scattering approach. The second approach is the
intranuclear cascade (INC) models, originally developed by
Metropolis, Bertini, and others at Oak Ridge, and in recent
years the Liege INC model developed by Cugnon, and one
based on the patron model for the ultrarelativistic case called
JAM for jet-AA microscopic transport model. A third ap-
proach is the molecular dynamics model (QMD), which is a
semiclassical model using Gaussian wave packets and
Newtonian equations, and the related Japanese quantum mo-
lecular dynamics model used by the PHITS code. Each of these
models relies on the two-step picture, called cascade and
evaporation, or abrasion and ablation to describe the interac-
tion. The description of nuclear reactions through abrasion
(particle removal during ion-ion interaction) and ablation
(nuclear deexcitation after the abrasion step) is illustrated in
Fig. 16, which shows the roles of projectile overlap, fireball
formation in central regions, and the decay of the prefragment
spectators. Peripheral collisions lead to small mass removal,
while central collisions can lead to the total destruction of the
two nuclei. Ablation applies best to peripheral collisions
where the remaining nuclei after the collision called the
projectile or large prefragment are left in a state of excitation
and will decay to the ground state by statistical emission of
light particles and  rays.
The models developed at NASA rely on the quantum
multiple-scattering theories (QMST), which are solved to
calculate the probability of abrading n nucleons, and to
evaluate the excitation spectra of the prefragments. The
multiple-scattering series of Watson (1953) for proton-
nucleus scattering was extended to the nucleus-nucleus case
by Wilson (1974) and forms the basis for considering the
elastic channel for determination of the total absorption cross
section, and the development of models for the various
inelastic channels including nuclear abrasion where the
Glauber model (Czyz and Maximon, 1969; Glauber, 2006)
is useful (Hufner, Schafer, and Schurmann, 1975). The equa-
tions of motion for nuclear scattering are expressed in terms
of the transition operator which represents an infinite series
for the multiple scattering of the constituents of the projectile
and target nucleon. The strong nature of the nuclear force
requires a nonperturbative solution to the scattering problem.
In relativistic field theory, the non-Abelian nature of the
strong force has precluded a formulation of the transition
matrix for nuclear scattering using the Lagrangian of quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD). A relativistically covariant
formulation of the problem has been developed by Maung
and co-workers using meson exchange theory (Maung,
Norbury, and Kahana, 1996). The basic approach, in both
relativistic and nonrelativistic multiple-scattering theories, is
to resum the multiple-scattering series, which is expressed in
terms of the irreducible and reducible exchange diagrams in
the relativistic multiple-scattering theory (RMST) or the
nuclear potential in the NRMST, in terms of the transition
matrix for the constituents of the projectile and target nuclei.
This avoids having to deal directly with the highly singular
behavior of the nuclear potential at short distances, and
instead the constituent transition matrix is used, which is
often known from experimental determinations.
The NRMST is obtained by approximating the full Green’s
function by the leading order term corresponding to one-
meson exchange diagrams and using a nonrelativistic reduc-
tion of the three-dimensional Green’s function. The potential
term is then the sum of the interactions of the constituents
(Wilson, 1974)
V ¼ XAP
j¼1
XAT
a¼1
j (24)
and the nonrelativistic Green’s function is given by
gNR ¼ ðEHP HTÞ1; (25)
where HP and HT are the projectile and target internal
Hamiltonians, respectively. At high energies the impulse
approximation is invoked, which assumes that the relative
kinetic energy of the constituents is much larger than the
binding energies such that the propagator is given by
g0 ¼ ðE TP  TTÞ1 (26)
and the constituent interactions are replaced by the free
interactions which are truly of the two-body form. For
high-energy reactions, the scattering is often confined to the
forward direction. Here the eikonal approximation is useful
for reducing the scattering problem to a closed form expres-
sion, which reduces the MST to the form of the Glauber
model (Czyz and Maximon, 1969; Wilson, 1974; Glauber,
2006), where cancellation of reflection terms occurs, where
nucleons from the projectile and target can rescatter.
2. Elastic and inelastic channels
Knowledge of the elastic amplitude alone is used to de-
termine the total and absorption cross section. The absorption
cross section is the key parameter used byMC transport codes
Ablation
Projectile
Target
Fireball
Target-fragment
Projectile-fragment
nuclei
Evaporated
And clusters
Abrasion
FIG. 16 (color). Illustration of the abrasion-ablation model.
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HADRONS / PIONS
[http://www.learningwithatlas-portal.eu/en/node/93607]
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HADRONS / PIONS Hadrons / Pions 
[http://education.web.cern.ch, 2014]
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PIONS IN THE SKY
EGRET All-Sky Gamma Ray Survey above 100 MeV
Emission from Galactic plane 
€ 
p + p→ p + p + π 0 + ...
€ 
π 0 →γ + γ
Pions in the Sky 
[http://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/cgro/images/epo/gallery/skymaps/sky−egret.gif]
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Maximum cosmic
ray intensity
0.1 - 10 GeV
almost no data
1 - 10 GeV
Theory least
understood
1 - 10 GeV
•  Maximum cosmic ray intensity 
•   0.1 - 10 GeV 
•  almost no data 
•   1 - 10 GeV 
•  Theory least             
understood 
•   1 - 10 GeV 
Hadrons / Pions 
[Simpson, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 33, 323, 1983]
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PIONS MAKE LARGE CONTRIBUTIONS TO DOSE
[Slaba, Blattnig, Reddell, Bahadori, Norman, Badavi, Advances Space Research 52, 62, 2013]
[Norman, Blattnig, De Angelis, Badavi, Norbury, Advances Space Research 50, 146, 2012]
[Aghara, Blattnig, Norbury, Singleterry, Nucl. Inst. Meth. B 267, 1115, 2009]
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• Important discovery in space radiation
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TRANSPORT - MATERIALS COMPARED TO ALUMINUM
Transport - Materials compared to Aluminum 
Dose Equivalent as a function of depth for various materials
[Wilson et al., Materials & Design 22, 541, 2001]
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From radiation point of view, safest place is inside liquid hydrogen fuel
tank!
Major result
Low Z materials required for weight reduction necessary for future
High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) and for future spacecraft are
also the best radiation protection materials
Thank goodness!
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MOON, MARS, JUPITER, SATURN
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Short duration
Solar particle events
Long duration
Solar particle events
Galactic cosmic rays
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Lunar regolith composition
———————————–
Material Mass percentage
SiO2 52.6%
FeO 19.8 %
Al2O3 17.6 %
MgO 10.0 %
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[http://fti.neep.wisc.edu/neep602/lecture12.html]
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15–324 SHIELDING STRATEGIES FOR HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION
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Figure 12. Calculated fluence of projectile fragments after traversal of 18 g/cm2 thick polyetherimide shield
irradiated with 33.88 GeV 56Fe ions.
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Figure 13. Attenuation of dose equivalent due to 1977 solar minimum GCR fluence behind regolith and regolith-
epoxy shield as a function of areal density [27].
Attenuation of dose equivalent due to 1977 solar minimum GCR
[Simonsen et al., NASA Conference Publication 3360, 1997]
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MARS
Earth Mars
——————————————————————————
Atmospheric thickness (g/cm2) 1000 20
Magnetic field (Gauss) 1 0
——————————————————————————
[http://www-k12.atmos.washington.edu/k12/resources/]
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Chemical composition of Martian atmosphere
G. De Angelis et al. / Radiation Measurements 41 (2006) 1097–1102 1099
Langley Research Center (LaRC) heavy ion deterministic code
HZETRN (Wilson et al., 1995), which provides particle energy
spectra at predeﬁned positions in the material layer of interest
as well as the pertinent dosimetric quantities, with energy de-
position from both primary and secondary particles, including
nuclear target fragments, accounted for. The materials are mod-
eled as a thickness ﬁle including the distance of each material
traversed in the order progressing from the outer boundary in-
ward toward the target point. With the speciﬁed environment,
i.e. the speciﬁed charged particle ﬂux boundary conditions, the
transport code is used to generate dose vs. depth functions for
each material under consideration over a range of thicknesses
adequate for interpolation for the shielding analysis. Results
for doses at planet distances at an intermediate time between
the solar minimum and maximum epochs are obtained as dis-
cussed elsewhere (De Angelis et al., 2003, 2004b; Fuji and
McDonald, 1997). For points at the surface, the transport
techniques adopted are mostly the same as those developed for
the free space case, but with two main modiﬁcations: the pri-
mary particles are limited to come only from above the surface,
so the solid angle of acceptance of primary particles is limited
to 2, and it is not the full 4 solid angle like in the free space
case. In some cases, due to local topography features like val-
leys or craters, the solid angle might be even smaller than 2
(Simonsen et al., 1990). Moreover, the backscattering compo-
nent, mostly neutrons, created by the interaction between the
incoming particles and the nuclei composing the surface, is to
be added to the particle ﬂux at the surface. For atmosphere-
less bodies this component is about 1% of the dose given by
GCR alone (Wilson et al., 2001), with little dependence on
the composition of the surface materials. For target bodies
with an atmosphere, a proﬁle of the atmosphere in terms of
density, temperature, and composition vs. altitude (and time)
should be provided, to compute how the primary particle ﬂuxes
are modiﬁed by atmospheric interactions. At the surface the
modiﬁed particle ﬁelds interact with the nuclei composing the
surface, whose chemical composition should be known too (De
Angelis et al., 2004b). For each considered point at the surface,
transport calculations have been carried out.
4. Mars radiation environment modeling
Mars is a planet with an atmosphere, so the modeling
of the Martian radiation environment has to deal with both
atmospheric and surface properties (De Angelis et al., 2004b).
The Martian atmosphere has been modeled by using the Mars
Global Reference Atmospheric Model, version 2001 (‘Mars-
GRAM 2001’, see Justus and Johnson, 2001), based on input
data generated as output of the NASA Ames Mars General Cir-
culation Model (MGCM) for the lower atmosphere, from the
surface to 80 km altitude (Haberle et al., 1993; Barnes et al.,
1993), the University of Arizona Mars Thermosphere General
Circulation Model (MTGCM) for the higher atmosphere, from
80 to 170 km altitude (Bougher et al., 1990, 1999), and a mod-
iﬁed Stewart-type thermospheric model, a latitude–longitude
dependent model also depending on solar activity (Justus
et al., 1996), above 170 km altitude. This model can provide
Table 1
Adopted chemical composition for the Martian atmosphere
Component Percentage (%)
CO2 95.32
N2 02.70
Ar 01.60
O2 00.13
CO 00.08
Table 2
Adopted chemical composition for the Martian surface
Component Percentage (%)
SiO2 44.2
Fe2O3 16.8
Al2O3 08.8
CaO 06.6
MgO 06.2
SO3 05.5
Na2O 02.5
TiO2 01.0
at any time a proﬁle of the Martian atmosphere in terms of
density, pressure, and temperature vs. altitude, needed to com-
pute the atmospheric thickness for the incoming particle ﬂux.
The atmospheric chemical and isotopic composition has been
modeled over results from the in situ Viking Lander measure-
ments for both major (Owen et al., 1977) and minor (Levine,
1985) components (see Table 1). The surface altitude, or better
the atmospheric depth for incoming particles, to compute the
atmospheric thickness proﬁle has been determined by using a
model for the Martian topography based on the data provided
by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument on
board the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft (Smith
et al., 1999). The MOLA topography is measured with respect
to a zero elevation surface level known as the MOLA aeroid
(Smith and Zuber, 1998), which is deﬁned as the gravitational
equipotential surface whose average value at the equator is
equal to the mean planetary radius determined by MOLA data.
Among the various data resolution available (see e.g. Zuber
et al., 1998), in this work half-degree latitude–longitude res-
olution data for both MOLA aeroid surface and topography
have been used (i.e. 30 km spatial resolution at the equator),
but this value can be tuned in case of different user needs.
The Mars regolith composition has been modeled based on
averages over the measurements obtained for Mars 5 (Surkov
et al., 1980) and Phobos 2 (Surkov et al., 1989, 1994) with
gamma-ray spectroscopy, and at the various landing sites for
Viking Landers 1 and 2 (Toulmin et al., 1977; Clark et al.,
1982) and Mars Pathﬁnder missions (McSween et al., 1999;
Bell et al., 2000). From the averaging process an average com-
position has been obtained (see Table 2). In this ﬁrst project
a value of 1.6 g/cm3 (Brückner et al., 1980) for the Mars
soil density has been adopted. The composition, different with
respect to the regolith (e.g. CO2 and H2O ices), of seasonal
and perennial polar caps (Tanaka and Scott, 1987) has been
[De Angelis et al., Radiation Measurements 41, 1097, 2006]
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Langley Research Center (LaRC) heavy ion deterministic code
HZETRN (Wilson et al., 1995), which provides particle energy
spectra at predeﬁned positions in the material layer of interest
as well as the pertinent dosimetric quantities, with energy de-
position from both primary and secondary particles, including
nuclear target fragments, accounted for. The materials are mod-
eled as a thickness ﬁle including the distance of each material
traversed in the order progressing from the outer boundary in-
ward toward the target point. With the speciﬁed environment,
i.e. the speciﬁed charged particle ﬂux boundary conditions, the
transport code is used to generate dose vs. depth functions for
each material under consideration over a range of thicknesses
adequate for interpolation for the shielding analysis. Results
for doses at planet distances at an intermediate time between
the solar minimum and maximum epochs are obtained as dis-
cussed elsewhere (De Angelis et al., 2003, 2004b; Fuji and
McDonald, 1997). For points at the surface, the transport
techniques adopted are mostly the same as those developed for
the free space case, but with two main modiﬁcations: the pri-
mary particles are limited to come only from above the surface,
so the solid angle of acceptance of primary particles is limited
to 2, and it is not the full 4 solid angle like in the free space
case. In some cases, due to local topography features like val-
leys or craters, the solid angle might be even smaller than 2
(Simonsen et al., 1990). Moreover, the backscattering compo-
nent, mostly neutrons, created by the interaction between the
incoming particles and the nuclei composing the surface, is to
be added to the particle ﬂux at the surface. For atmosphere-
less bodies this component is about 1% of the dose given by
GCR alone (Wilson et al., 2001), with little dependence on
the composition of the surface materials. For target bodies
with an atmosphere, a proﬁle of the atmosphere in terms of
density, temperature, and composition vs. altitude (and time)
should be provided, to compute how the primary particle ﬂuxes
are modiﬁed by atmospheric interactions. At the surface the
modiﬁed particle ﬁelds interact with the nuclei composing the
surface, whose chemical composition should be known too (De
Angelis et al., 2004b). For each considered point at the surface,
transport calculations have been carried out.
4. Mars radiation environment modeling
Mars is a planet with an atmosphere, so the modeling
of the Martian radiation environment has to deal with both
atmospheric and surface properties (De Angelis et al., 2004b).
The Martian atmosphere has been modeled by using the Mars
Global Reference Atmospheric Model, version 2001 (‘Mars-
GRAM 2001’, see Justus and Johnson, 2001), based on input
data generated as output of the NASA Ames Mars General Cir-
culation Model (MGCM) for the lower atmosphere, from the
surface to 80 km altitude (Haberle et al., 1993; Barnes et al.,
1993), the University of Arizona Mars Thermosphere General
Circulation Model (MTGCM) for the higher atmosphere, from
80 to 170 km altitude (Bougher et al., 1990, 1999), and a mod-
iﬁed Stewart-type thermospheric model, a latitude–longitude
dependent model also depending on solar activity (Justus
et al., 1996), above 170 km altitude. This model can provide
Table 1
Adopted chemical composition for the Martian atmosphere
Component Percentage (%)
CO2 95.32
N2 02.70
Ar 01.60
O2 00.13
CO 00.08
Table 2
Adopted chemical composition for the Martian surface
Component Percentage (%)
SiO2 44.2
Fe2O3 16.8
Al2O3 08.8
CaO 06.6
MgO 06.2
SO3 05.5
Na2O 02.5
TiO2 01.0
at any time a proﬁle of the Martian atmosphere in terms of
density, pressure, and temperature vs. altitude, needed to com-
pute the atmospheric thickness for the incoming particle ﬂux.
The atmospheric chemical and isotopic composition has been
modeled over results from the in situ Viking Lander measure-
ments for both major (Owen et al., 1977) and minor (Levine,
1985) components (see Table 1). The surface altitude, or better
the atmospheric depth for incoming particles, to compute the
atmospheric thickness proﬁle has been determined by using a
model for the Martian topography based on the data provided
by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument on
board the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft (Smith
et al., 1999). The MOLA topography is measured with respect
to a zero elevation surface level known as the MOLA aeroid
(Smith and Zuber, 1998), which is deﬁned as the gravitational
equipotential surface whose average value at the equator is
equal to the mean planetary radius determined by MOLA data.
Among the various data resolution available (see e.g. Zuber
et al., 1998), in this work half-degree latitude–longitude res-
olution data for both MOLA aeroid surface and topography
have been used (i.e. 30 km spatial resolution at the equator),
but this value can be tuned in case of different user needs.
The Mars regolith composition has been modeled based on
averages over the measurements obtained for Mars 5 (Surkov
et al., 1980) and Phobos 2 (Surkov et al., 1989, 1994) with
gamma-ray spectroscopy, and at the various landing sites for
Viking Landers 1 and 2 (Toulmin et al., 1977; Clark et al.,
1982) and Mars Pathﬁnder missions (McSween et al., 1999;
Bell et al., 2000). From the averaging process an average com-
position has been obtained (see Table 2). In this ﬁrst project
a value of 1.6 g/cm3 (Brückner et al., 1980) for the Mars
soil density has been adopted. The composition, different with
respect to the regolith (e.g. CO2 and H2O ices), of seasonal
and perennial polar caps (Tanaka and Scott, 1987) has been
[De Angelis et al., Radiation Measurements 41, 1097, 2006]
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GCR Environment 20 cSv/year = 200 mSv/year
Model prediction of dose equivalent from GCR. Calculations are shown at average skin depth
near solar maximum. [Cucinotta, Radiation Research 43, S35, 2002]
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Curiosity MSL RAD [Zeitlin et al. Science vol. 340, p.1080, 2013]:
Mars transit inside vehicle: 1.84 ± 0.33 mSv / day
⇒ MSL (one way) 253 days gives 466 mSv
⇒ 331 mSv for 180 day cruise DRM
⇒ 662 mSv return trip
• Plus surface exposure 200 mSv ?
• Approaching and exceeding limits
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NEWS&ANALYSIS
Most robotic missions to Mars have failed, but 
future astronauts headed for the Red Planet 
will have more than an imagined martian jinx 
to worry about. Measurements that the Curi-
osity rover made en route to its touchdown on 
Mars last August show that radiation in deep 
space could pose a significant—if poorly 
understood—threat to human space travelers.
The radiation levels that Curiosity mea-
sured “are in line with the kind we expect,” 
says astrobiologist Lewis Dartnell of the Uni-
versity of Leicester in the United Kingdom. 
“That’s in a way reassuring. But traveling 
Earth to Mars, you’re getting a fairly large 
portion of [the allowed] exposure.” And even 
with good measurements in hand, he adds, 
much about radiation’s effects on the human 
body remains unknown.
The measurements—from the Radiation 
Assessment Detector (RAD) piggybacking 
on Curiosity—provide the best hard num-
bers gauging the radiation that astronauts 
will encounter as they voyage beyond Earth’s 
protective magnetic ﬁ eld. The spacecraft that 
carried Curiosity to Mars provided much the 
same radiation shielding as the Crew Explo-
ration Vehicle that NASA is building to carry 
astronauts beyond low Earth orbit. So RAD’s 
counts of the energetic charged particles that 
make up space radiation should give a reason-
able idea of what humans will be up against, 
says physicist Cary Zeitlin of Southwest 
Research Institute in Boulder, Colorado, lead 
author on the RAD paper on page 1080.
Those energetic charged particles come in 
two sorts. Protons ﬂ ung off the sun in solar 
ﬂ ares or in great blobs of plasma called coro-
nal mass ejections caused a spike in RAD read-
ings ﬁ ve times from December 2011 into July 
2012. The protons’ energies tend to range up to 
a few hundred megaelectron volts. Astronauts 
caught outside with nothing but a spacesuit to 
protect them from those surges could become 
acutely ill, but shielding like RAD’s can stop 
much although not all of such radiation. Then 
there are the cosmic rays—atomic nuclei 
ranging from lone protons up to iron nuclei—
blasting in from the galaxy with energies of a 
few hundred to many thousands of megaelec-
tron volts. Most of them passed right through 
RAD’s shielding or even shattered atoms in 
the protective material, creating showers of 
damaging fragments.
RAD’s bottom line was that a round trip 
to Mars would give an astronaut a hefty 
dose of damaging radiation. Zeitlin and col-
leagues converted RAD measurements of 
energetic particle abundances, energies, and 
masses into a measure of biological damage 
called sieverts, which is related to lifetime 
cancer risk. During a 360-day round trip, 
an astronaut would receive a dose of about 
662 millisieverts (mSv), according to RAD 
measurements. National space agencies 
limit exposure to about 1000 mSv or less 
during an astronaut’s entire career; NASA’s 
limit corresponds to a 3% risk of exposure-
induced death from cancer.
“These results show that cosmic rays are 
not a showstopper,” says Robert Zubrin, a 
trained nuclear engineer and president of The 
Mars Society headquartered in Lakewood, 
Colorado. “This confirms what you might 
expect: The radiation risk is quite acceptable. 
Frankly, it’s a modest portion of the risks on a 
Mars mission.”
Dartnell is less sanguine. 
He notes that RAD trav-
eled to Mars during a qui-
eter part of what is turning 
out to be a relatively quiet 
solar cycle. Future astro-
nauts might well encoun-
ter more and bigger solar 
events, he says. And RAD 
team members have yet to 
report radiation levels from 
the surface of Mars, where 
astronauts could well spend 
a year or more.
But Dartnell’s biggest reservation is 
the uncertainty of it all. “It’s the things we 
don’t know that are the biggest concern,” he 
says. “We don’t know how dangerous [the 
observed radiation] would be.” The con-
version from charged-particle energies and 
masses to biological damage involves “a 
high degree of uncertainty,” Zeitlin says, 
especially when it comes to the heavy nuclei 
of galactic cosmic rays.
So more work looms for both space 
physicists and radiation biologists. “Radia-
tion is one of many risks in space travel,” 
Zeitlin says. But when flesh-and-blood 
explorers start to travel between planets,
 “How much risk?” will be as much an ethical 
as a technical question.
–RICHARD A. KERRC
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receive up to hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars in startup funds and a $163,000 reloca-
tion subsidy. Following the central govern-
ment’s lead, provinces launched their own 
recruitment programs. Zhu was recruited by 
Guangdong , a province in southern China, 
to be a core member of an innovation team 
focused on advanced MRI technology, the 
complaint states. In 2011, the Guangdong 
government recruited 20 innovation teams 
and provided them with about $80 million 
total, according to Chinese news reports. 
Meanwhile, Chinese scientists working 
overseas worry that the allegations against 
Zhu could cast them in a negative light. 
The case will be “followed carefully by 
Chinese scientists both in China and in the 
U.S.,” Han says. Wei Jia, a researcher at the 
University of North Carolina, Greensboro, 
fears that the Zhu case could harm percep-
tions among U.S. employers and federal 
funding agencies.
Two scientists in the case have been 
arrested. The third, Li, returned to China 
before charges were ﬁ led, according to the 
FBI press release. After news of the arrests 
broke, SIAT deleted photos of and informa-
tion about Zhu and Li from its website and is 
reportedly considering legal action to shield 
its reputation. A United Imaging Healthcare 
ofﬁ cial told The Wall Street Journal that it’s 
“impossible that our company would get 
involved in this kind of thing.”
At the very least, the case against the three 
scientists should alarm others attempting to 
straddle two boats. Ying Xu, a bioinformat-
ics researcher at the University of Georgia in 
Athens, says, “I hope those with full positions 
in the U.S. and [who] consult in China can 
learn a lesson from this incident.”
–CHRISTINA LARSON AND HAO XIN
Christina Larson writes for Science in Beijing.
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[Kerr, Science 340, 1031, 2013]
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JUPITER
Intense radiation
On Io humans could not survive
for more than a few hours
Callisto
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L1 TO CALLISTO SURFACE OPS (30 DAYS) & RETURN
In addition to applications to Mars science, the
models will allow the use of these models to assess the
impact on human exposure and allow design consider-
ations for all components in either surface operations, in
lava tubes, or in Mars orbit.
3.3. Jupiter neighborhood
The solar wind generated convective currents produce
less effects on the GCR near Jupiter relative to Earth. In
addition, the jovian magnetic field traps particles with
electron intensities to large distances from Jupiter (70
RJ). The electron flux spectrum near Callisto is shown in
Fig. 9. Near a jovian moon, the intensities of all com-
ponents are reduced except the induced neutron fields.
We are developing an Anytime/Anywhere software
package for use in mission analysis and an example of a
mission from the Earth/Lunar L1 to Callisto and return
is shown in Fig. 10 for a fixed mass of four shield ma-
terials. The mission starts near an assumed solar maxi-
mum (2045 AD) using the same projection model as in
Fig. 1. The large exposure rates mid-mission are due to
the jovian electron belts until arrival on the Callisto
surface where there is shielding below the horizon. The
continued increase of the environment on the return to
L1 is due to decreasing solar activity. This software will
soon include the Mars models presented in the previous
section.
4. Conclusions
The deep space environments developed for mission
analysis use physical models to extrapolate the limited
environmental data in both space and time. Induced
fields are evaluated using high-speed transport models.
Interesting dependence of local induced fields on at-
mosphere and ground composition are found which may
be validated using Mars orbital data. The broader
software being prepared will allow radiation exposure
evaluation for arbitrary spectra in the future but limited
to near Earth, near Jupiter, and interplanetary space for
now. The near Mars environment will be added in the
near future.
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SATURN Saturn 
[http://www.universetoday.com/15381/radiation-on-saturn/]
[http://www.nasa.gov/mission−pages/cassini/multimedia/pia06421.html]
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CONCLUSIONS
Further human exploration of solar system
Radiation protection is a major issue
Fundamental studies in nuclear physics, particle physics and
biophysics still needed
Many interesting research topics arise
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